
  
With the 2102 Olympics front and center in everyone's mind, we've 
seen the world's finest athletes compete, some soaring to the summit to 
capture the gold medal, while others flounder, completely missing the 
mark.  
  
 When an athlete fails to reach a goal - they go back to the drawing 
board with their coach to try to improve processes. They identify issues 
that kept them from winning and try to salvage the best parts of their 
performance.  
  
 In the business of clinical trials, preparation and efficient processes are 
critical. We at BSI have been frustrated---as were many clients who 
came to us with study issues-over the problems and inefficiencies of 
using sub-standard data collection systems like Excel. Perhaps you are 
frustrated as you realize the project you are working on right now is in a 
system that is hindering you from getting quality research results 
because your data is in question. What do you do?  
  
 Like the Olympian, you do not want to throw out all the time, money 
and resources you have put into a project. You need to salvage what 
you can. Last year, BSI launched rED Cap, a proprietary EDC software 
for data management. Did you know that rED Cap has a great feature 
that allows you to import your already collected data in whatever format 
it is in, into a new powerful eCRF?  
  
 After you data is imported into rED Cap, your study can go forward 
using all the features of rED Cap, including continued entry at your sites 
through the web, a CFR21Part11 compliant audit trail, automatic 
cleaning and querying facilities, and dynamic reporting. If you want to 
institute source document QC checking on key variables, or on the 
entire project--- rED Cap is flexible enough to let you choose what 
works best for your quality goals.  
  
BSI is committed to having a flexible EDC system that will help you 
increase the quality of your data. You can successfully SALVAGE the 
best parts of your project and no longer be frustrated with the labor 
intensive and questionable system you have now.  
  
 With just one phone call to BSI we can discuss with you the process of 
designing a cost effective eCRF for your data management, salvaging 
your past efforts, and putting you on the road to winning the gold.  
  
 Call us today to learn more. You'll be glad you did.   
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